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T-patterns from DNA to protein and human mass-societies: self-similarity across billions of years and 
orders of magnitude

A T-pattern is a scale independent hierarchical self-similar structured cluster of point elements recurring with statistically 
significant translation symmetry and may be seen as a pseudo-fractal on a single discrete dimension, which has been 

successfully applied in a growing number of areas from human and animal behavior to neuronal interactions and is being 
applied to analysis of DNA structure, as it also corresponds to the structure of genes and proteins. The T-pattern is defined 
and its theoretical and empirical origins are described. It is exemplified with patterns detected using the specially developed 
algorithm and software, THEMETM (patternvision.com). Written verbal behavior or texts, 1D strings, are objects in human 
mass-societies showing such structural characteristics. Like DNA in Cell City, text has the recent unique situation among all 
animal mass-societies to contain long standardized control strings external to and outlasting all citizens which with the help of 
specialized citizens allows the creation of other specialists. The animal mass-societies that come closest to the mass-societies 
of proteins and humans are the multi-million strong social insect societies where the social structure depends on severe 
shrinking of the behavioral potential of most individuals. The role of text based, T-pattern based, religion in the emergence 
and maintenance of the human large-brain mass-societies is shortly considered in this light.
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